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Abstrat
We show that intra-sentential binding on-
straints an at as global onstraints that - via
transitivity - enfore onsisteny on oreferene
sets. This yields about 5 % inrease in perfor-
mane. In our model, the probabilities of a base-
line lassi�er for oreferene resolution are used
as weights in an optimization model. The under-
lying integer linear programming (ILP) spei�a-
tion is straightforward - binding onstraints give
rise to (loal) exlusiveness of markables, transi-
tivity propagates these restritions and enfores
the re-omputation of oreferene sets.
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1 Introdution

In many NLP �elds inluding oreferene resolution,
approahes are still striving to improve empirial re-
sults by a rather traditional (after about twenty years
one might use this term) mahine learning system de-
sign: given some annotated data for the problem to
be solved, �nd appropriate features and train a lassi-
�er, e.g. maximum entropy, deision trees or k-nearest
neighbor. Atually, these attempts are suessful,
there is still room for improvements, for example with
respet to oreferene resolution through the integra-
tion of semanti knowledge from new resoures suh as
Wikipedia [14℄. One problem with these approahes,
however, is that they an't adhere to - globally oper-
ative - presriptive knowledge. Suh strong linguisti
priniples exist and some of them are never violated
even in real senarios. Take intra-sentential binding
onstraints as given in the following example:

A [man℄ stole/sold [him℄ [his℄ ar.
[Peter℄ was angry/happy.

It is known from binding theory that \man" as the
subjet and \him" as the indiret objet of the same
(non-prediative) verb must have exlusive referents.
On the other hand, \his" an be oreferent with either,
depending on the verb and world knowledge: \his"
refers to \him" in the ase of \steal", \his" refers to
\man" in the ase of \sell"1.
Assume a binary lassi�er that inorporates bind-

ing onstraints in form of a hard �lter. This would

1 There are also verbs suh as \to give" where both resolution
alternatives are allowed, given an appropriate ontext.

prevent exlusive pairs suh a (man him) from being
generated. Unfortunately, suh loal deisions do not
impose any restritions on the resolution of subsequent
pairs: (man his), (him his), (man peter), (him peter),
(his peter). However, only some ombinations form
a onsistent solution. For example, f(man his), (him
his)g does not, sine, via transitivity of the anaphori
relation, (man him) dedutively follows. An inonsis-
tent oreferene set, thus, evolves. Transitivity of the
anaphori relation is a onstraint that annot be inte-
grated in a binary lassi�er sine it lassi�es andidate
pairs independently of eah other.
The ruial point is that a loal onstraint (intra-

sentential binding onstraint) beomes via transitiv-
ity of the anaphori relation globally operative. Most
of the time no simple repair mehanism operating on
the inonsistent lassi�er output ould do a good job,
sine these dependenies an get rather omplex and
often there is no single but multiple onsistent solu-
tions. The questions is, whih is the optimal solution.
We introdue a model of oreferene resolution

that bases its deisions on the output (probabilities)
of a traditional lassi�er. Our model is formalized
within the framework of Integer Linear Programming,
a onstraint-based numerial optimization algorithm.
As long as no inonsistenies arise, the deisions of
the baseline lassi�er are left unaltered. Violations of
exlusiveness restritions as indiated by binding on-
straints ause a reordering of oreferene sets. Our
arhiteture, thus, ombines theory-based, apriori lin-
guisti knowledge of the problem at hand with empir-
ially derived preferenes.

2 Integer Linear Programming

Integer Linear Programming (ILP)[11℄ is the name of
a lass of onstraint satisfation algorithms whih are
restrited to a numerial representation of the problem
to be solved. The goal is to optimize the numerial
solution, where optimization means maximization or
minimization of linear equations. An ILP spei�ation
has two parts, an objetive funtion and onstraints.
The general form of the objetive funtion is:

max : f(X1; : : : ; Xn) := y1X1 + : : :+ ynXn

The general form of the onstraints is:

ai1X1 + ai2X2 + : : :+ ainXn
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Xi are variables, yi, bi and aij are onstants. The goal
is to maximize (or minimize) a n-ary funtion f , whih
is de�ned as the sum of yiXi.
ILP as a sheme for global inferene in NLP has been

introdued by [16℄ and applied to various NLP tasks,
inluding generation of oherent disourse [1℄, shallow
dependeny labeling [6℄ and semanti role labeling [15℄.

3 Binary ILP Models

Coreferene resolution an be modeled as a binary
lassi�ation task: two markables are or are not oref-
erent. Given n markables, numbered aording to
their ourrene in a text, 1::n (the markable indies),
a binary relation Cij with i < j represents a lassi�-
ation deision: If Cij = 1, then the markables with
position index i is the anteedent of markable j, whih
is the anaphor. If Cij = 0, the two markables are not
oreferent. Cij represents a andidate pair. Whether
it is (set to) one or zero, depends on a number of
onstraints (e.g. do they agree) and the strength or
weight that suh a oupling reeives aording to an
underlying statistial model. We rely on a mahine
learning (baseline) lassi�er to �x these weights of a
andidate pair. Constraints an be formulated with
(in)equalities, e.g. Cij � Cik. This is the ILP equiv-
alent to impliation from statement logi. It might
be instrutive to relate binary ILP modeling to state-
ment logi and �nd mappings from logial onnetives
to their ounterparts within the ILP framework. Suh
a bridge ould ease the understanding of our formal-
ization and help to evaluate the potential of ILP for
NLP. The binary relation Cij an be reinterpreted as
a propositional variable: it an be true or false. Con-
straints orresponds to formulas, i.e. expressions om-
bining propositional variables and logial onnetives
suh as impliation or disjuntion. The most obvious
di�erene between these two reasoning shemes is that
in the ase of ILP the inferenes are driven by opti-
mization. ILP is - in a sense - model building under
the supervision of optimization.
In Fig. 1, we give a mapping from logi formulas to

ILP equations (Xi are binary variables)

1. X1 _ ::_ Xn X1 + ::+Xn = 1
2. X1 _ :: _Xn X1 + ::+X2 � 1
3. X1 ^ :: ^Xn X1 + ::+Xn = n
4. X1 ! X2 X1 � X2

5. X1 $ X2 X1 = X2

Fig. 1: Statement Logi and ILP

Exlusive OR (f. line 1 in Fig. 1) requires that ex-
atly one propositional variable is set to one, i.e. the
sum of all variables must be one. Logial OR exludes
the possibility that all variables are set zero, thus, the
sum of all variables must be at least one. AND of n
variables must sum up to n - setting eah variable to
one. Impliation is false, if the anteedent is true, but
the onsequent is false. This means that the value of
the anteedent is less or equal to the onsequent. If
the anteedent is one, then the onsequent must also
be one, otherwise the formula is not ful�lled. Equiva-
lene of two variables means that they must be equal.

4 Transitivity

One ruial property of the anaphori relation is tran-
sitivity. For three markables i; j; k to be oreferent it
must hold that Cij ^ Cjk ! Cik , or, in a simpler no-
tation: X1 ^ X2 ! X3. Aording to Fig. 1 line 4,
X2 ! X3 orresponds to X2 � X3. Adding a further
anteedent X1 to the lefthand side of the (in)equality
inreases the amount at most by 1 (if X1 = 1). A-
ordingly, we must add the amount of 1 on the right-
hand side - to keep the balane. So our transitivity
statement beomes: X1 +X2 � X3 + 1 (f. also [3℄).
The point here is, if X1 and X2 are set to one, then

X3 is fored also to be one by ILP. If only one an-
teedent is set to one, nothing an be dedued with
respet to the onsequent. And sine the sum of the
anteents are restrited to be less (or equal) to the on-
sequent, the value of the onsequent has no inuene
on the values of the anteedents.
Note that X1 ^X2 ! X3 is only one inarnation of

transitivity onstraints on these three binary relations
X1; X2; X3. Also X3 ^ X1 ! X2 and X3 ^X2 ! X1

are valid and must be generated to take full advantage
of ILP's reasoning apabilities.
Coming bak to our former notational onventions,

the full de�nition of transitivity is:

Cij + Cjk � Cik + 1; 8i; j; k (i < j < k) (1)

Cik + Cjk � Cij + 1; 8i; j; k (i < j < k) (2)

Cij + Cik � Cjk + 1; 8i; j; k (i < j < k) (3)

In our model, transitivity is mainly used to prop-
agate exlusiveness. It is the primary mehanism to
enfore onsisteny on oreferene sets. Exlusiveness
stems from binding and agreement onstraints. We
�rst disuss our ILP model and then ome bak to
transitivity as a mehanism that \globalizes" loal ex-
lusiveness onstraints.

5 ILP's Objetive Funtion

Our ILP model is straightforward2. The objetive
funtion introdues for eah positive (and only for pos-
itive) lassi�ation deision of the baseline lassi�er a
indiator variable, Cij , that is weighted by its orre-
sponding probability, Pij .
The objetive funtion is:

max :
X

(i;j)2�

Pij � Cij (4)

� is the set of positively lassi�ed pairs, Pij is the
probability of suh a pair used as a weight and Cij is
the indiator variable that eventually is set to zero or
one. If it is set to one, then ILP has adopted the lassi-
�ation deision of the baseline lassi�er, otherwise, if
set to zero, ILP has revised it. It is important to note
that our model relies exlusively on positively lassi-
�ed pairs. This is due to the fat that binary lassi�ers
(inluding our baseline lassi�er) are unaware of tran-
sitivity: as a onsequene, a pair that is transitively
implied by two positively lassi�ed pairs might - at the

2 We use lp solve, f. http://lpsolve.soureforge.net/.
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same time and inonsistently- get a negative lassi�-
ation.
Given two positively lassi�ed pairs, (i; j) and (j; k).

Although (i; k) transitively follows, the binary lassi-
�er often assigns a negative lassi�ation to suh pair-
ings (i; k). This is due to its \global blindness", but it
is - from a loal perspetive - quite reasonable. Assume
a proper name, i, at the beginning and a pronoun, k,
at the end of a text. Both might be in the same oref-
erene set (via a long hain of intermediary mentions),
but there is no apriori or empirial reason that their
diret linkage must form a good andidate pair as well.
On the ontrary, a personal pronoun hardly refers to
the same referent throughout a (long) text, it shifts
forth and bak ating as a loal variable .
Thus, positive lassi�ations (of the baseline las-

si�er) are better indiators of oreferene than nega-
tive ones are indiative of exlusiveness: some of the
negative lassi�ations are - from a transitive (global)
perspetive - ontraditory. A model that takes tran-
sitivity into aount as our model does must not get
onfused by aws inherent to lower level models that
ignore transitivity. Therefore, we don't onsider neg-
ative lassi�ations. In the worst ase, a oreferene
set stemming from the binary deisions of the baseline
lassi�er ould have more negative than positive links
(a oreferene set with 4 markables already might have
the same number of positive and negative links). An
ILP model that tries to optimize on the basis of all
pairings might �nd itself in the unomfortable posi-
tion to destroy a oreferene set (sine it might have
a negative sum, i.e. a negative addend). In same
ases, this might be (aidentally) appropriate. How-
ever, the probabilisti model of the baseline lassi�er
simply does not liense this kind of reasoning, sine it
is beyond its sope.

6 Linguisti Constraints

Transitivity is a strutural onstraint as it de�nes how
the (truth) values of indiator variables depend on
eah other. We have already introdued transitivity
in setion 3. Here we deal with linguisti onstraints
namely intra-sentential binding onstraints. In our
ILP model, binding onstraints are used for exlusive-
ness restritions. In the literature, various versions
of a binding theory are being disussed. Often the
oindexing of arguments (mostly pronominal or non-
pronominal NPs) is restrited by a strutural relation
over phrase struture trees - the -ommand. We give
here a simple version of suh a binding theory follow-
ing [4℄. Note, that there are also de�nitions of binding
onstraints in other syntati frameworks suh as de-
pendeny grammar (f. the d-bind ommand in [18℄).

C1 A reexive pronoun must be oindexed with a -
ommanding argument within the minimal NP or
S that ontains it.

C2 A nonreexive pronoun must not be oindexed
with a -ommanding NP within the minimal NP
or S that ontains it.

C3 A nonpronominal NP must not be oindexed with
a -ommanding NP.

Only [C2℄ and [C3℄ de�ne exlusiveness, we therefore
disard [C1℄ from onsideration (but see setion 10).
Moreover, sine we an't rely on perfet parse trees
(a statistial parser is being used in our experiments),
we do not work with the -ommand. Instead, we
de�ne a simple prediate, lause bound, that most of
the time orretly aptures the restritive funtion of
the -ommand. Two mentions, i and j, are lause
bound, if they our in the same (sub)lause, none of
them is a reexive or a possessive pronoun and they
don't form an apposition. There are only 16 ases
where this prediate produes false negatives. Some of
these ases are ountry names reouring in the same
lause as part of an adjetival phrase (\Russiai and
Russiani people ..."). False negatives might also stem
from lauses with prediative verbs (\Hei is still prime
ministeri").

� ILP version of [C2℄ and [C3℄

Cij = 0; 8i; j (lause bound(i; j)) (5)

Two markables i; j that are lause bound (in the
sense de�ned above) are exlusive.
A possessive pronoun is exlusive to all markables

in the (base) noun phrase it is ontained in (e.g. \heri
managerj" with i 6= j), but might get oindexed with
markables outside of suh a loal ontext (\Annei talks
to heri manager"). We de�ne a prediate np bound
that is true of two markables i; j if they our in the
same (base) noun phrase. In general, two markables
that np bind eah other are exlusive. This is aptured
by the following onstraint.

� Exlusiveness in loal ontexts

Cij = 0; 8i; j (np bound(i; j)) (6)

A strutural or tehnial onstraint ompletes our
ILP model: the de�nition of variables as being binary
integer variable. Being binary is a onstraint that must
be modeled expliitely, while being an integer simply
an be delared (by a keyword 'int').

� Variables are binary

Cij 2 f0; 1g; 8i; j (i < j) (7)

7 Some Properties of the Model

The predominant property of our model is that it
leaves the deisions of the binary lassi�er unaltered as
long as no inonsistenies arise. Only then, oreferene
sets are reonstruted.
Inonsistenies an be identi�ed loally, namely if

exlusiveness onstraints are violated within a orefer-
ene set. For every two positively lassi�ed mentions
i; j (ouring in the same lause), the exlusiveness
onstraints are heked. If a pair violates a onstraint,
the orresponding ILP indiator variable is expliitely
set to zero, i.e. ij = 0. If these two mentions are
not in the same oreferene set (aording to the base-
line lassi�er), nothing happens - although their ex-
lusiveness might serve as an additional restrition if
a reorganization is triggered from other pairs.
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On the other hand, an exlusive pair that is part of
an inonsistent oreferene set is a starting point for
reorganization. Suh an inonsistent oreferene set
might inlude other exlusive pairs, (k; l), this time
only transitively given. Removing this kind of inon-
sisteny is the task of the ILP reasoner. Pairs that do
not (diretly) violate an exlusiveness restrition thus
are introdued into the ILP model simply as indiator
variables without a predetermined value. Their values
will get �xed as part of the global optimization and
will adhere to the global onstraints (i.e. transitively
propagated exlusiveness). If kl is inonsistent, then
the ILP program will assign it the value zero. Other-
wise, it will reeive the value one.
Although (some) violations an be found loally,

simply removing one of the inonsistent mentions from
the inonsistent oreferent set does not in any ase
solve the problem. Nor does applying a hard �lter as
part of the vetor generation omponent of the binary
lassi�er prevent the inonsistent oreferent set from
being generated (as we have argued).
Given a binary lassi�er that relies on our bind-

ing onstraints as a hard �lter. That is, if two men-
tions i; j are exlusive, the pair (i; j) won't be gen-
erated. Suppose that no (loally detetable) binding
onstraints are violated for (h; i), (i; k) and (j; k) (i.e.
they agree and are in di�erent lauses) and that the
lassi�er lassi�es them as oreferent. This gives rise
to the inonsistent oreferene set fh,i,j,kg. However,
we an't blame the lassi�er for this. Neither does it
know of the exlusiveness of i; j, nor ould it use this
knowledge, sine its lassi�ation trials are indepen-
dent of eah other. Transitivity is beyond the horizon
of suh approahes - they are \globally blind". More-
over, (simply) removing, let's say, i from fh,i,j,kg does
not yield a onsistent oreferene set, sine hi = 1
and ij = 0 imply hj = 03.
What our ILP model does in suh ases: it splits the

inonsistent oreferene set into (at least) two onsis-
tent sets. Sometimes, e.g. if a mention is exlusive
to all other mentions in the original set, or if the set
onsists only of two (the inonsistent) mentions, one
or both of them might beome non-anaphori (i.e. left
unattahed). If they are, however, true mentions a-
ording to the gold standard, then reall drops. Most
of the time, however, ILP preserves or boosts reall
(see setion 9).

8 Performane Aspets

Although de�ning an ILP model is onise, applying
it to real problems is not, sine every formula must
be extensionalized. Depending on the number of posi-
tively lassi�ed pairs, suh a extensionalized olletion
of formula statements an get rather large. Espeially
the ompilation of transitivity statements produes a
vast number of lines. Most of the time, ILP omes up
very quikly with a solution even if given thousands
of partiular onstraints. However, it is impossible to
extensionalize transitivity for longer texts (e.g. whole
books). Fortunately, there is a natural division, i.e.
splitting texts in paragraphs or hapters. Coreferene

3 (Chi + Chj � Cij + 1) ^ (Cij = 0) ! (Chi + Chj � 1). Given
Chi = 1; Chj = 0 follows.

resolution ould then be done inrementally, preserv-
ing found solutions by de�ning segmentation overlaps
(i.e. a window moving over the text).
In our experiments, we haven't integrated a model

of text segmentation or text tiling for oreferene res-
olution. Wherever possible, we run ILP on the whole
text. In those rare ases where ILP didn't stop, we
used a prede�ned window4. While moving the window
over the text, former lassi�ation deisions are sim-
ply taken along, suh that the �nal window omprises
the aumulated ILP assignments. Clearly, the restri-
tive power of transitivity statements is weakened this
way, sine transitivity only applies within the window.
However, the only lass of mentions that oherently
an bridge long distanes are mathing proper names.
They are, however, hardly involved in the propagation
of inonsistenies (whih to detet and resolve is the
primary objetive of transitivity in our model).

9 Empirial Evaluation

As a baseline system we use a reimplementation of
the Soon oreferene lassi�er (f. [17℄). The baseline
system features and its performane with respet to
the MUC-6, MUC-7 and ACE data are desribed in
[14℄5. The ACE data [10℄ is used as a orpus. Sine our
model does not need a training phase, no splitting of
the texts (setions Newswire (NWIRE) and Broadast
News (BNEWS)) was neessary.
We report in the following tables the MUC sore

[19℄, but we also have measured the system's perfor-
mane with a metri alled ECM-F, introdued by [7℄
(the Bell tree approah). ECM-F is an aronym for
entity-onstrained mention F-measure. It �rst aligns
the system entities (i.e. the found oreferene sets)
with the referene entities (i.e. the gold standard oref-
erene sets). This is done in a way suh that the num-
ber of ommon mentions is maximized. However, eah
system entity is onstrained to align with at most one
entity from the referene set (and vie versa). ECM is
a very tough metri that has its shortomings, but it
is sensitive to the primary (splitting and reordering)
e�et of our ILP model. As we will argue, it is better
suited than the MUC sore.
Consider as an illustration the shemati exam-

ple from Fig. 2. Here [[m1,m2,m3℄,[m4,m5℄℄ is the
gold standard (two oreferene sets, 5 mentions), the
baseline lassi�er produes, say, [[m1,m2,m3,m4,m5℄℄
(one oreferene set with all 5 mentions in it). As-
sume that m3 and m4 are exlusive. In this ase,
ILP might produe [[m2,m3℄,[m1,m4,m5℄℄, for exam-
ple. This would be a reasonable splitting. However,
the MUC sore prefers the baseline lassi�er's parti-
tion (0.857 F-measure) over the ILP results (0.667).
Quite ontrary, the ECM metri prefers ILP's solution
(0.8 versus 0.6)6. As disussed in [2℄, every metri has

4 This ould be easily automated with the time-out mehanism
of lp solve.

5 I would like to thank Simone P. Ponzetto and Mihael Strube
for making me available the results of their Soon reimplemen-
tation applied to the ACE texts.

6 ECM evaluation: 5 true mentions, ILP postulates 5 men-
tions, orefset1 and orefset2 of ILP and the gold standard
align, respetively. 4 mentions are in ommon, thus reall
and preision are 4/5.
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orefset1 orefset2 MUC ECM
referene [m1,m2,m3℄ [m4,m5℄ P R F P R F
lassi�er [m1,m2,m3,m4,m5℄ 3/4 3/3 0.857 3/5 3/5 0.6
ILP [m2,m3℄ [m1,m4,m5℄ 2/3 2/3 0.667 4/5 4/5 0.8
ILP e�et drop boost

Fig. 2: Illustration: MUC sore ompared to ECM sore

its strengths and shortomings - it sheds light on er-
tain aspets and hide others. It seems reasonable to
hoose at least one suitable measure for the problem
at hand.
Given the MUC sore, in our shemati example ILP

even redues the performane of the baseline lassi�er
(f. ILP e�et \drop" from Fig. 2), while with ECM
ILP boosts performane (\boost"). Please note that
in our real experiments, even the MUC sore admits
ILP an inrease over the baseline lassi�er, although
a onsiderably smaller one than the one of the more
suitable ECM (f. Fig. 3).
Before we ome to disuss our experimental results,

we would like to stress another point. Reent work on
oreferene resolution (not only with the ACE texts
but more generally) often works with true mentions
(i.e. only markables that are in the gold standard).
This is a onsiderable simpli�ation, sine the lassi-
�ation of a markable as being a true mention itself
is an error prone task. Performane thus onsiderably
drops, if one returns to a realisti senario where all
markables are to be related. We don't want to ritiize
the \perfet settings" - the reason why we run our ex-
periments in a realisti setting is not purism7. Remem-
ber that our model beomes ative only in those sit-
uations where oreferene sets are inonsistent. With
perfet data (BNEWS and NWIRE) only a few exlu-
siveness violations take plae (namely 34 violations as
ompared to 180 given the realisti data). Even with
the perfet data some improvements were ahieved
(2% ECM-F-measure, no improvement aording to
MUC sore). However, our model seems to ontribute
more to the realisti setting than to the perfet.

NWIRE BNEWS
P R F P R F

BLMUC 46.6 62.6 53.4 55.6 60.9 58.1
ILPMUC 56.1 56.5 56.3 63.4 56.1 59.5
BLECM 45.6 50.5 47.0 56.0 44.1 46.8
ILPECM 53.2 54.4 53.3 60.1 44.9 49.3

Fig. 3: MUC sore ompared to ECM sore

Fig. 3 shows the empirial results. We give the
MUC sores for eah text olletion as well as the ECM
results. 'BL' is the Soon baseline lassi�er, 'ILP' our
ILP model. Aording to the MUC sore, ILP pushes
NWIRE results by 2.9% and BNEWS by 1.4%. Note
that preision rises signi�antly but at the same time
reall drops. This is due to the bias the MUC sore
obeys to (as disussed above). With ECM evaluation
the situation is better, NWIRE is pushed by 6.3% and

7 Although with the perfet setting, a very simple strategy that
sets all linkages positive reeives (with ACE texts) a very high
MUC sore (F-measure around 80 %), f. also [2℄.

BNEWS by 2.5%, so we have an improvement of 4.4%
for the whole olletion.
With NWIRE, there are 114 diret exlusiveness vi-

olations, while in BNEWS there are 66 violations. 'di-
ret' means 'loally observable', the atual number of
violations (onsidering also transitivity) is higher. In-
stead of ounting these ases, we measured the impat
of transitivity more diretly. Fig. 4 gives the results of
this experiment, where we removed transitivity from
the ILP model. Thus, ILP selets (and optimizes) new
oreferene sets only aording to the given weights
(adhering still to loal exlusiveness).

NWIRE BNEWS
P R F P R F

BLECM 45.6 50.5 47.0 56.0 44.1 46.8
ILPtrans 53.2 54.4 53.3 60.1 44.9 49.3
ILPno trans 50.5 53.0 51.0 59.8 45.5 49.5

Fig. 4: Does transitivity matter (ECM sore)?

With the NWIRE texts (112 violations), transitiv-
ity ontributes 35% to the improvement (47.0% was
the baseline, 53.3% the e�et of full ILP and 51.0%
has been ahieved without transitivity). There is no
e�et with the BNEWS texts (66 violations). Whether
transitivity helps might orrelate with the number of
violations or even the ardinality of the oreferene
sets (larger sets might pro�t from transitivity propa-
gation). Further experiment are neessary to �x this.

10 Towards a Full ILP Model

There are various oneivable ILP models for oref-
erene resolution. We have de�ned one that an be
interpreted as a repair model. It removes inonsis-
teny and relies otherwise on the baseline lassi�er's
deisions. Suh a model boosts �rst and foremost pre-
ision but might also - as a side e�et - inrease reall.
However, ILP's role ould be more ative. It ould

try to raise pairs from false negatives to true posi-
tives. The detetion of false negatives, however, is a
triky business. The probabilities of the baseline las-
si�er ould not help here (as they have aused the
false negatives). So only further linguisti onstraints
ould help. That is, the more normative restritions
and predetermined indiator values are given to ILP
the better it will perform. Anaphoriity detetion in
the sense of [13℄ might play a role, even a model of
bridging ould narrow down the freedom of orefer-
ene deisions (if it is known that two mentions are
in a bridging relation, they are exlusive and eah of
their oreferent mentions are as well).
In the urrent model, only positively lassi�ed pairs

are being onsidered. To inrease reall, also neg-
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atively lassi�ed pairs would have to be onsidered.
Negatively lassi�ed means a probability < 0.5. One
ould give these pairs a negative weight. If the linguis-
ti onstraints are strong enough, suh pairs might get
raised in spite of their negative weight to beome part
of a oreferene set. Alternatively, the threshold - sep-
arating negative from positive pairs ould be lowered
to, say, 0.4. This way, a number of false negatives au-
tomatially would be raised to be true positives, but
also a number of true negatives would beome false
positives. Again, linguisti onstraints ould help, this
time suppressing false positives.
What ould these additional onstraints look like.

Here are some them, starting with the very fundamen-
tal agreement onstraint.

� Agreement onstraint:

Cij = 0; 8i; j (:agree(i; j)) (8)

Two markables that do not agree are exlusive. The
de�nition of agreement depends on the type of the
markables (e.g. two personal pronouns must agree in
number, person and gender).
Another onstraint is the ILP equivalent of the bind-

ing onstraint [C1℄ (f. setion 6).

� Boundness of a reexive pronoun:

i�1X
k=s

Cki +

eX
j=i+1

Cij � 1 (9)

where i is the pronoun and s (e) the start (end) index
of the �rst (last) mention of the sentene in whih i
ours.8.
Or onsider nominal anaphora. It is hardly the ase

that a oreferene set omprises more than two or three
\real" nominal anaphora, that is, referene by two or
three di�erent synonyms or super-onepts. Some-
thing like \Hanna .. my beloved sister .. the best om-
rade of my hildhood .. this luky girl" is learly possi-
ble, but not very frequent, at least in newspaper texts.
Provided this, or given any other empirially �xed up-
per bound of suh referenes, one ould restrit the
number of non-mathing NPs within a oreferene set
to, say, at most three di�erent non-pronominal NPs.
To ahieve this, di�erent types of indiator variables
need to be introdued, inluding one for pairs of non-
pronominal NPs.
Also, oreferene sets that are built exlusively from

pronouns are not valid. At least one non-pronominal
mention seems to be required, otherwise the orefer-
ene set has no referential anhor (a de�nite desrip-
tion, a proper name, something that help to identify
the real world objet being refered to). Again, the
introdution of a separate type of indiator variable
would allow to de�ne a orresponding restrition.
Another example: some onstrutions indiate that

a NP is a nominal anaphor. For example, NPs with
a attributive demonstrative pronoun suh as \this"

8 In very rare ases, a reexive pronoun is not bound in the
sublause it ours (e.g. German \Sihrefl washenverb
hilftverb.").

as in \this masterpiee" (sometimes suh a referene
is deiti, but rarely in written language). We an
prevent suh markables from being interpreted non-
anaphorially by introduing a non-anaphoriity indi-
ator variable and setting it to zero.
We believe that - given a number of suh linguis-

ti and heuristi onstraints, ILP ould even be more
suessfully boosting the empirial performane of tra-
ditional oreferene resolution system based on binary
lassi�ers.

11 Related Work

ILP as a tool to utilize the output of an underlying
lassi�er to ome to a onsistent solution has been used
so far only in few approahes (e.g. [1℄, [6℄, [8℄). The
arhiteture of all these systems is very similar (inlud-
ing ours), it more or less follows the design priniples
introdued in [16℄.
There is one reent approah to oreferene reso-

lution with ILP (see [5℄). The paper is not yet pub-
lished but will be presented at the NAACL 20079. The
most striking di�erenes to our approah are: their
ILP model does not integrate transitivity, it does not
integrate binding onstraints and uses perfet ACE
data (only true mentions). Moreover, all mention pairs
are ombined and integrated into the objetive fun-
tion, whereas in our model only the positively lassi�ed
pairs are being used. The authors disuss two models,
the di�erene between them is the integration of indi-
ator variables for anaphoriity. In our model, all posi-
tively lassi�ed instanes are interpreted as anaphori,
so we don't need a separate indiator variable. Given
these numerous di�erenes, it is interesting to see that
the impat of ILP in both approahes is similar, that is
about 5%. However, the reasons for the improvement
are quite di�erent, sine only our model operates with
exlusiveness onstraints and transitivity. The authors
attribute their improvement to ILP's ability to glob-
ally optimize. At least with our baseline lassi�er this
won't work (we have tried to repliate their results,
but failed to do so). After all, the two approahes are
distint enough to o-exist: our model strives to boost
performane via linguistially motivated onstraints,
while their models seem to pro�t from a better baseline
system and a somewhat fuzzy notion of the bene�ts of
\global optimization".
From those approahes that try to overome the �x-

ation on a binary oreferene resolution (e.g. [9℄, [12℄
[20℄) the Bell tree approah [7℄ is most important to
be ompared with. Here andidate oreferene sets are
being pursued in a (n-) best-�rst searh by onstrut-
ing a Bell tree (a tree with branhes aording to the
Bell number with an be used to quantify the num-
ber of oreferene sets given n markables). [7℄ do not
integrate binding onstraints, nor do they formalize
transitivity within their model. The integration of a
markable into a oreferene set depends on it's prob-
ability with respet to the so-alled ative (i.e. last)
element of the set. One di�erene to our model is

9 Note that - at the time of writing this submission - we only
had an unoÆial \Google ahed" HTML based version of
that paper.
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the representation of oreferene sets. In our formal-
ization, oreferene sets are given intensionally (tran-
sitivity together with onstraints), while in the Bell
tree they are expliitly maintained, foring the sys-
tems to prune (on performane grounds). Pruning of
oreferene sets, however, - if based on numerial mea-
sures only - is a loal deision. In our approah, oref-
erene sets are onstruted simultaneously under the
regiment of global optimization.

12 Conlusions

We have introdued a onstraint-based model for
oreferene resolution within the framework of ILP.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the �rst (empiri-
ally based) oreferene resolution system that fully
takes transitivity of the anaphori relation into a-
ount. We have demonstrated that loal linguisti
onstraints (intra-sentential binding onstraints that
give rise to exlusiveness of mentions) beome glob-
ally operative via transitivity. Violated restritions
trigger the reomputation of oreferene sets, transi-
tivity guarantees onsisteny. If no violations our,
our model leaves the oreferene sets of the baseline
lassi�ers as they are.
We have empirially demonstrated that our system

- espeially if applied in a realisti setting - boosts the
results of a baseline lassi�er onsiderably. We believe
that a tighter oupling of empirial and theoretial
knowledge in suh (still numerial, but also normative)
models is a step towards better NLP models. Future
work will fous on the de�nition of a full ILP model
of oreferene. Suh a model no longer only orrets
inonsistent oreferene sets, but autonomously gen-
erates oreferene sets in the �rst plae. In order for
suh an approah to work, more and tighter linguisti
onstraints are neessary.
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